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Indulge in our effortless luxury.

The softest touch, the finest materials, that is everyday ease.



FINE  LINENS

Katé (formerly Tropical Bed & Bath) is a family-owned  linens company

from Costa Rica purveying quality, design, and effortless luxury. 

Our mission is to support hospitality clients and contribute in their efforts of

providing a restful and rejuvenating sleeping experience to their guests. We

facilitate delightful evenings with our high-end bedding products and inspire

excellent feedback from customers. 

ABOUT
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FINE  LINENS

We provide quality. We search far and wide for the best raw materials and

the finest weavers for our products. We take care of the details, so all you

need to do is indulge. This is effortless luxury. This is Katé. 

WHY KATÉ
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FINE  LINENS

Guest, Nayara Springs 

“The bed was super comfortable. The sheets... holy crap... the sheets! I don’t

think I ever felt sheets/pillow cases that soft in my life!” 5/5. 

Guest, Kurá Design Villas 

“All the amenities are high end and more than adequate. Bedding was so nice

I inquired where I could buy my own.” 5/5 

Guest, Arenas del Mar Hotel 

“The bed was the most comfortable bed we have had the pleasure of sleeping

in.” 5/5 

M. José Mora, Las Catalinas 

“Katé (Tropical Bed & Bath) has worked for various years with Las

Catalinas. Their products are of great quality and their service is fast and

efficient, each product that they send they are account- able for. They also do

a great job packaging the boxes as they are well labeled and wrapped in

plastic for more protection. Las Catalinas and our owners will continue this

partnership.” 

K. Zurcher, Owner, El Silencio Lodge 

“Katé (Tropical Bed & Bath) helped us with all of our bedding and were very

helpful in making suggestions to develop a really beautiful comfortable bed

when we initiated operations. Our guests love our bed and we always receive

great reviews on them.” 

WORDS OF TRUST
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FINE  LINENS

We sleep better at night knowing Katé is doing its part to protect the planet.

Manufacturing textiles can be a complicated process, involving various

treatments and chemicals which can be harmful to you and the planet.

Ensuring we do not harm either is our priority, which is why all of our

products are OEKO-TEX Standard 100 certified. We ensure that all of our

bedding and bath products follow strict manufacturing guidelines and are

free from harmful chemicals. You can rest easy knowing you have the best

quality material against your skin. 

Cotton quality depends on fiber length – longer fibers make a more uniform,

resistant, and smoother thread. Our linens are made from 100% pima

cotton, the highest tier in quality possible. Our extra-long staple cotton

ensures silkier fibers that produce luxuriously soft fab- ric that is also

incredibly durable. 

SOURCING
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Bedding.01
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Sheets

Our lustrous sateen-weave, 400 thread count

sheets are sumptuously silky and luxurious,

made from only the finest 100% long staple

cotton. Available in two styles. Classic style

comes with double line embroidery, while

modern style comes with minimalist hem.  

Color: White.

Sateen Collection

Duvet Cover

Flat Sheet

Fitted Sheet

Pillowcase

Sham

 

 

Sizes: King, Queen, Twin.
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Sheets
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Sheets

Our crisp and cool, percale-weave, 200

thread count sheets are made from the finest

100% long staple cotton for an extraordinary

smooth feel that is way beyond its thread

count. Plain-hemmed for simple elegance. 

Color: White.

Percale Collection

Duvet Cover

Flat Sheet

Fitted Sheet

Pillowcase

 

 

Sizes: King, Queen, Twin.
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Sheets
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Sheets

Add joy and pleasure to your morning routine

by waking up in our 100% linen sheets crafted

from finely woven European flax. Stone-

washed for a soft vintage feel, our fabric is

unique for its texture, freshness, and softness.

Transform your bed into a harmonious space

and experience the magic of sleeping in our

luxurious linen collection.

Linen Collection

Duvet Cover

Flat Sheet

Fitted Sheet

Sham

 

 

 

Sizes: King, Queen, Twin.
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Sheets
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Colors: White, Natural.



Pillows  & Duvets

Designed to enhance the quality of any sleeping experience, our down-

alternative, hypoallergenic pillow offers just the right level of support and

adjustability. Features a 100% cotton fabric exterior, and a blown 100%

polyester micro-denier fill. 

Available in sizes: Euro, King, Queen, Standard, 20” x 20” 

Down Alternative Pillow
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Pillows  & Duvets

Our durable pillow protectors provide an extra barrier to keep your pillow

feeling fresh and clean. Designed with a 6” envelope fold closure for

durability and a tailored-look on the pillow. Made of 180 thread count,

cotton blend fabric. 

Available in sizes: King, Queen, Standard. 

Pillow Protector
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Pillows  & Duvets

Our lightweight duvets are perfect for tropical climates. Features

hypoallergenic synthetic fill that lofts and clusters just like down. Covering

made of 230 thread count cambric cotton with 8” box-stitched construction. 

Available in sizes: King, Queen, Twin.

Down Alternative Duvet
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Down  Alternative  Duvet
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Coverlets  & Blankets

Our 100% cotton Madeira Collection is

inspired by the charming Portuguese

Mediterranean, where this textile originates

from. You can add this option on top of your

sheet set to complete your bed with a soft,

lightweight coverlet and matching shams.

Colors: White, Light Grey, Charcoal.

Madeira Collection

Coverlet

Sham

 

 

 

 

 

Sizes: King, Queen.
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Madeira  Collection
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Coverlets  & Blankets

Our 100% cotton matelassé coverlets are

jacquard woven in a classic diamond

pattern. Soft to the touch, they are a

beautiful bed covering alternative. They

are perfect complements to both formal

and contemporary décor. 

Color: White.

Piqué Collection

Coverlet

Sham

 

 

 

 

 

Sizes: King, Queen, Twin.
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Piqué  Collection
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Coverlets  & Blankets

Our extremely soft and plush fleece blankets are the perfect addition on the

bed on a cold, rainy afternoon or anytime an additional cover is needed.

Made from 100% acrylic fibre, these are available in a classical cream color.

Available in sizes: King, Queen, Twin.

Fleece Blanket
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Coverlets  & Blankets

Our lightweight, 100% ring spun cotton blankets are a beautiful natural-

fiber blanket alternative. Woven in an attractive herringbone pattern, they

do not lose their shape after laundering. Available in a white hue. 

Available in sizes: King, Queen, Twin.

Herringbone Blanket
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Coverlets  & Blankets

Our Madeira Throw is made from 100% cotton and is inspired by the

charming Portuguese Mediterranean. This lightweight blanket is perfect for

wrapping yourself up in a cozy, silky embrace. Its unique texture is pleasant

to the touch and sets any bedroom or living room with a casual and

sophisticated look.

Size: 59" x 83"

Madeira Throw
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Coverlets  & Blankets

Colors: Light Grey, White, Charcoal.

Madeira Throw
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Madeira  Throw
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Mattress  Add-ons

Our layered waterproof mattress protectors perfectly balance comfort with

protection. The top cotton–rich quilted layer provides a comfortable, cool

sleep. A supple, noiseless polyurethane membrane and cotton terry backing

prevents stains and spills from reaching the mattress. Stretch knit skirt

provides secure fit. 

Available in sizes: King, Queen, Twin. 

Mattress Protector
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Mattress  Add-ons

Add comfort and give your bed a lofty look, increase a luxury sleep

experience, or perk up a tired mattress. Our extra-thick mattress topper is

filled with thousands of hypoallergenic, polyester cluster-fiber spheres that

never bottom-out or become hard. An 18” elastic skirt fits securely on deep

fitted mattresses. 

Available in sizes: King, Queen, Twin.

Mattress Topper
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Mattress  Add-ons

Our 100% cotton, box-style bed skirts provide a clean, tailored look.

Features a 15” drop. 

Available in sizes: King, Queen, Twin.

Colors: White, Ivory, Sand.

Bed Skirt
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Sheets

Our premium microfiber massage sheet set is made from 100% double

brushed polyester. Lightweight and soft as silk. Each set features: 1 flat

massage sheet, 1 fitted massage sheet, and 1 massage crescent cover. 

Massage Table Sheet Set
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Sheets

Colors: White, Chocolate, Natural, Ocean.

Sheet Set
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Bath.02
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Towels

Our 600 gsm, 100% cotton towels are

made of the finest quality long-staple,

ring-spun cotton for a sumptuous,

luxurious feel. Wash, after wash, they do

not lose their softness. Available in

modern and classic styles.

Colors: White, Latte.

Luxury Collection

Bath Sheet (33" x 66")

Bath Towel (30" x 54")

Hand Towel (16" x 30")

Wash Towel (13" x 13")

Bath Mat (20" x 30")
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Style :  Modern  /  no  dobby  border
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Style :  Classic  /  dobby  border
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Towels

Supremely soft and smooth, our Kyoto

towels are crafted from a blend of

bamboo and combed long-staple cotton.

Medium weight, dense and extremely

comfortable, the bath towel and bath

sheet feature a sewn in hanger loop.

Kyoto Collection

Bath Towel (30" x 56")

Hand Towel (18" x 28")

Wash Towel (13" x 13")

Bath Sheet (34" x 66")

Bath Rug (21" x 34")

Bath Rug (24" x 40")
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Towels

Colors: White, Ivory, Grey, Charcoal.

Kyoto Collection
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Kyoto  Collection
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Towels

Our 450 gsm, 100% cotton pile towels

are beautifully balanced to be soft and

lightweight, yet absorbent and lasting.

Trimmed with a modern, minimalist

border. Perfect for humid climates, they

dry quickly and use less dryer time. 

Eco Collection

Bath Towel (30" x 54")

Hand Towel (16" x 30")

Wash Towel (13" x 13")

Bath Mat (20" x 30")
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Eco  Collection
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Robes  & Slippers

Our lightweight, 100% cotton, kimono-style robe features a sophisticated

waffle weave. A favourite amongst hotels and spas for their outstanding

blend of comfort and elegance. 

Waffle Robe
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Available in size: OSFM (one size fits most). 

Waffle Robe
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Robes  & Slippers



Wrap yourself in luxury with this classical-styled robe, featuring a shawl

collar, deep pockets, and cozy role up sleeves. Made of a soft and highly

absorbent microfiber. 

Microfiber Robe
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Robes  & Slippers



Available in size: OSFM (one size fits most). 

Microfiber Robe
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Robes  & Slippers



Kick back in these cozy and non-skid slippers, designed with extra foam

lining for the utmost comfort. Terry fabric in closed toe style. 

Available in size: OSFM (one size fits most). 

Spa Slippers
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Robes  & Slippers



Beach.03
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Towels

Enjoy the beach in style with our large and cozy St. Tropez towels made

from 100% cotton. Featuring flat woven stripes on one side and short loop

terry on the other, they are conveniently lightweight, absorbent, and dry

quickly. These hamman-inspired towels add a sleek, modern look to any

pool chair. Due to their unique weaving, they do not accumulate sand in their

fibres as regular towels usually do, making them easier to wash. Embellished

with a twist-knot fringe for a sophisticated finish.

St. Tropez
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Colors: Beige/White, Blue/White.

Size: 35" x 70"

St. Tropez
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Towels



St .  Tropez  towels
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Our 525 gsm, 100% cotton solid pool towels are large and absorbent.

Exceptionally soft, they’re perfect for sultry days around the pool. Especially

dyed to withstand the rigours of pool chemicals and outdoor use. 

Colors: Blue, Beige.

Size: 30" x 60"

Solid Pool
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Towels



Solid  Pool  towels
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This bright, cheerful, vivid towel is made for a day in the sun. Crafted from

100% ring-spun cotton, our Cabana Stripe pool towels are soft and

absorbent and look great whether you're at the beach, the pool, the spa or the

gym.

Cabana Stripe
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Towels



Towels

Colors: Blue/white, Beige/White, Green/White.

Cabana Stripe
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Extras.04
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Restaurant  Linens

Our 100% cotton white napkins feature an elegant satin band for a

sophisticated and timeless look. Mercerized for long life and durability of

the product. 

Size: 22” x 22” 

Napkins
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Restaurant  Linens

Our lightweight huck towels are made from 100% cotton with lock stitch

hems. An elegant alternative when receiving arriving guests with refresher

cloths, and a perfect choice for restaurant bathrooms. 

Size: 9” x 14” 

Huck Towels
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Bespoke  Services

Try out our in-house embroidery services to uniquely display your branding

or custom-made monograms matched to any Katé product. 

Embroidery
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Bespoke  Services

Indulge in our customizable pillows and bed runners workshop. To add that

special design element to your bed, you provide us with the fabric, and we’ll

craft a tailor-sized pillow fill, pillow cover and/or bed runner for you. 

Tailor-made Pillows &

Bed Runners
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email. info@katelinens.com 

phone. (+506) 2289-8132


